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What is MEG?What is MEG?

MEG MEG –– magnetoencephalography, magnetoencephalography, 
measures small magnetic fields generated measures small magnetic fields generated 
by neurons in the brain.by neurons in the brain.
EEG EEG –– electroencephalography, measures electroencephalography, measures 
electric potential generated by neurons in electric potential generated by neurons in 
the brain.the brain.
MEG and EEG provide complimentary MEG and EEG provide complimentary 
information, but different technical information, but different technical 
problems occur with MEG and EEG.problems occur with MEG and EEG.



Hamalainen et al. Reviews of Modern Physics 65(2):413-497, 1993



What does MEG measure?What does MEG measure?

Signal generated by Signal generated by 
the summation of the summation of 
graded potentials graded potentials 
along the apical along the apical 
dendrites of pyramidal dendrites of pyramidal 
cells.cells.
>100,000 neurons are >100,000 neurons are 
needed to generate a needed to generate a 
measurable signal.measurable signal.

Hamalainen et al. 1993



Magnetic field amplitudes due to Magnetic field amplitudes due to 
other sourcesother sources

Hamalainen et al. 1993



How do we measure the small How do we measure the small 
brain signals?brain signals?

Gradiometers are Gradiometers are 
used to cancel distant used to cancel distant 
magnetic fields and magnetic fields and 
measure the local measure the local 
magnetic field magnetic field 
gradients.gradients.

Hamalainen et al. 1993



122 channel Neuromag system122 channel Neuromag system

Hamalainen et al. 1993



What we measure with MEGWhat we measure with MEG



NonNon--uniqueness of the uniqueness of the 
electromagnetic inverse problemelectromagnetic inverse problem
Without knowing the number of sources Without knowing the number of sources 
active or the size of the source activation active or the size of the source activation 
area, multiple configurations can generate area, multiple configurations can generate 
the exact same signal at the sensors.the exact same signal at the sensors.
Does this mean one can’t determine the Does this mean one can’t determine the 
sources of the activity?sources of the activity?

Kind of…but not really.Kind of…but not really.



How do we determine what How do we determine what 
generated the measured signals?generated the measured signals?
Models are used to Models are used to 
describe both the describe both the 
head geometry and head geometry and 
the the source(ssource(s).).
Head often modeled Head often modeled 
as a sphereas a sphere
Source is often Source is often 
modeled by a “current modeled by a “current 
dipole”dipole”



Radial component of the magnetic Radial component of the magnetic 
field of a current dipole in a spherefield of a current dipole in a sphere
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Where, Q is the current dipole (strength and Where, Q is the current dipole (strength and 
orientation), orientation), rrQQ is the location of the current is the location of the current 
dipole, and r is the location of the measurement. dipole, and r is the location of the measurement. 



Goal of Frontal Lobe StudyGoal of Frontal Lobe Study

To determine the effect of real background To determine the effect of real background 
brain activity on the localization of brain activity on the localization of 
simulated frontal lobe simulated frontal lobe interictalinterictal epileptic epileptic 
spikes using multispikes using multi--dipole analysis.dipole analysis.

Stephen et al. J Clin Neurophysiol. 20(1):1-16, 2003.



InterictalInterictal spikes versus Evoked spikes versus Evoked 
FieldsFields



Why MEG?Why MEG?
Temporal resolution is the same as EEG (1 ms).Temporal resolution is the same as EEG (1 ms).
One can follow the seizure and/or One can follow the seizure and/or interictalinterictal spike spike 
activity in real time.activity in real time.
MEG signal is not affected by changes in MEG signal is not affected by changes in 
conductivity allowing one to model source conductivity allowing one to model source 
locations.locations.



Previous MEG Epilepsy StudiesPrevious MEG Epilepsy Studies

Most previous MEG studies were related Most previous MEG studies were related 
to Temporal lobe epilepsyto Temporal lobe epilepsy
Most previous MEG studies in epilepsy Most previous MEG studies in epilepsy 
applied a single dipole model at a single applied a single dipole model at a single 
time point (initial peak of the time point (initial peak of the interictalinterictal
spike).spike).
Previous studies suggest that multiPrevious studies suggest that multi--dipole dipole 
modeling could improve the results of modeling could improve the results of 
epilepsy studies. (epilepsy studies. (EbersoleEbersole 1997; van 1997; van derder MaijMaij
et al.et al. 2001)2001)



Motivation for Frontal Lobe Motivation for Frontal Lobe 
Epilepsy Simulation StudyEpilepsy Simulation Study

Surgical success rate in frontal lobe epilepsy is Surgical success rate in frontal lobe epilepsy is 
5050--75% depending on presence of an 75% depending on presence of an 
identifiable lesion (identifiable lesion (e.g.e.g. Bautista et al. 1999, Bautista et al. 1999, GirvenGirven et al. et al. 
2002; 2002; JobstJobst et al. 2000; et al. 2000; MosewichMosewich et al. 2001).et al. 2001).

May be related to multiMay be related to multi--focal seizure generators focal seizure generators 
((Bautista 1999; Bautista 1999; MosewichMosewich et al. 2000; Siegel et al. 2001; et al. 2000; Siegel et al. 2001; 
WennbergWennberg et al. 1998)et al. 1998)

Previous MEG studies have applied single time point Previous MEG studies have applied single time point 
and single dipole analysisand single dipole analysis

Determine the effect of real background brain Determine the effect of real background brain 
activity on source localization.activity on source localization.



Previous MEG Simulation StudiesPrevious MEG Simulation Studies

Most previous simulation studies used computer Most previous simulation studies used computer 
generated Gaussian noise to determine generated Gaussian noise to determine 
theoretical limits of localization error, theoretical limits of localization error, 
resolvability of sources, etc. (e.g. resolvability of sources, etc. (e.g. SupekSupek and and 
Aine, 1993; Leahy et al. 1998)Aine, 1993; Leahy et al. 1998)
Two studies used implanted electrodes in real Two studies used implanted electrodes in real 
human subjects to determine localization error human subjects to determine localization error ----
but they signal averaged across ~100 but they signal averaged across ~100 
stimulations (Cohen, et al. 1990;  stimulations (Cohen, et al. 1990;  BalishBalish, et al. , et al. 
1991). 1991). 



Example SimulationsExample Simulations
PM Timecourses and Forward Fields

Orbital 
Frontal
(OF)

Premotor
(PM)



Simulation Details and Modeling Simulation Details and Modeling 
MethodsMethods

11-- and 2and 2-- source simulations for PM (135 source simulations for PM (135 nAmnAm) and OF ) and OF 
(180 (180 nAmnAm).).
5 subjects, 5 epochs of background brain activity.5 subjects, 5 epochs of background brain activity.
The peak latencies were 133 and 143 ms.The peak latencies were 133 and 143 ms.
The simulated activity was added to 5 background brain The simulated activity was added to 5 background brain 
activity files and modeled with 1activity files and modeled with 1--, 2, 2--, 3, 3--, and 4, and 4--dipole dipole 
models.models.
The time interval 100The time interval 100--170 ms was modeled.170 ms was modeled.
Adequate modelsAdequate models were models that had localization error were models that had localization error 
< 10 mm and latency error < 5 ms< 10 mm and latency error < 5 ms
A “best” model was chosen for each simulationA “best” model was chosen for each simulation
For overFor over--modeled cases, closest modeled cases, closest source(ssource(s) were labeled ) were labeled 
“keep” and the additional “keep” and the additional source(ssource(s) were labeled ) were labeled 
“discard”“discard”



Example simulated Example simulated interictalinterictal spikes spikes 
with real background brain activitywith real background brain activity

22--source PM focal simulationsource PM focal simulation



22--dipole model for 2dipole model for 2--source PM source PM 
simulation Subject 1simulation Subject 1

Error 4 mm
Error 2.5 mm

137 ms

140 ms

Correct amplitude 135 nAm



33--dipole model for 2dipole model for 2--source OF source OF 
simulation Subject 2simulation Subject 2

Error 5.1 mm

133 ms

Error 96 mm

Error 5.9 mm

138 ms

Correct Amplitude 180 nAm
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Modeled versus Correct Parameters of Modeled versus Correct Parameters of 
Keep sources for the Best ModelsKeep sources for the Best Models
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Summary of adequate model Summary of adequate model 
resultsresults

Cohen et al. 1990 reported error of 8 mmCohen et al. 1990 reported error of 8 mm
SutherlingSutherling et al. 1988 reported error of 12 mmet al. 1988 reported error of 12 mm
DiekmannDiekmann et al. 1998 reported error of 18 mmet al. 1998 reported error of 18 mm
NakasatoNakasato et al. 1994, Stefan et al. 1992, and et al. 1994, Stefan et al. 1992, and WhelessWheless et et 
al. 1999 only reported qualitative comparisonsal. 1999 only reported qualitative comparisons



Example Keep and Discard Example Keep and Discard 
SourcesSources



Correlation of localization error with Correlation of localization error with 
SNR of original spikeSNR of original spike

r = -0.31, p < 0.001



Summary of Results and Summary of Results and 
Conclusions of Frontal Lobe StudyConclusions of Frontal Lobe Study

Real background brain activity influences the Real background brain activity influences the 
ability to properly model simulated activity. ability to properly model simulated activity. 
MultiMulti--dipole modeling should be used to dipole modeling should be used to 
determine the accurate location and timing of determine the accurate location and timing of 
spike activity.spike activity.
The consistency of spike related activity and the The consistency of spike related activity and the 
random location of unrelated brain activity random location of unrelated brain activity 
should allow one to properly localize spike should allow one to properly localize spike 
related activity.related activity.
The variability of appearance of same spike The variability of appearance of same spike 
based on differences in background brain based on differences in background brain 
activity cautions against spike averaging.activity cautions against spike averaging.
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